Do the Monaco Grand Prix in style at Hôtel Sezz Saint-Tropez
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You don't have to like races, you don't even have to like cars, but if you're planning on being a
major player in the European social scene this summer, you should probably make an
appearance at the Monaco Grand Prix next weekend. This prestigious and eagerly anticipated
event registers high on the list of races to win, not only for its ultra exclusive location, but
also for its tricky circuit that demands precision, technical skill and equal parts courage and
madness. He who finishes first will join the ranks of legends like Schumacher and Senna.
To fit in with the swarms of celebs in attendance, you'll need the right ride and the perfect
digs – both of which are on offer in the Monaco Grand Prix package at Hôtel Sezz SaintTropez.
The 37-room/suite/villa hotel was designed by prolific and prominent French architect
Christophe Pillet to blur the lines between indoor and outdoor, with glass walls and oversized
windows allowing light to flow freely through each space. Keeping the structures low so that
trees tower above them, Pillet effected a feeling of naturalness that carries over into the public
spaces, including the Dom Pérignon bar and the Restaurant Colette headed by fabled chef
Pierre Gagnaire.
But if you're staying at Hôtel Sezz Saint-Tropez from May 24th to 27th, you're not just
hanging out to eat and lounge, so for this year's Monaco Grand Prix, the hotel promises to get
you there in style – whether by land or by sea. Make a grand entrance in a chauffeured luxury
car or drop in via helicopter. Arrive on water with one of their sailboats or motor yachts,
ranging from 42 to 105 feet. Or better yet – watch the whole race from the railing of your
yacht, sipping champagne with a Côte d'Azur breeze in your hair while everyone else crams
into the grandstand.
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